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Abstract
In previous work,we have presented application of a
model of the convolutional interleaver in turbo codes
acting as a block interleaver through inserting a number
of stuff bits equal to the number of interleaver memories at the end of each data 6lock.h order to get better turbo codes performance, the interleaver with larger
period, which increases the number of stuff bits and educes effective channel bandwidth usage, has been suggested. In this paper, we introduce a modification to this
interleaver improving turbo codes performance without
increasing the interleaver period. This is carried out by
increasing distance of adjacent bits that are positioned
in original input bit stream in the interleaving procedure. Application of the modified interleaver in different turbo codes'structures have been verified and results
have been compared with those for the previously suggested interleaver.

1 Introduction
Convolutional interleaver is known as one of non-block
interleavers that due to existence of synchronization
with deinterleaver and employment of less delay in its
structure has been preferred to block interleavers in
some applications [l].In [2]and [3],the performance of
turbo codcs with convolutional interleavers using continuous decoding methods have been verified. In comparison with usual iterative turbo decoding method,
continuous methods produce better performance with
increase in complexity, which is directly related to the
interleaver length and its strucutre [4]. In addition, results show that continuous decoding is more reliable in
turbo codes with higher number of states, while in codes
with lower number of states it is not better than iterative decoding methods [5]. We have presented application of convolutional interleaver operating as a block
interleaver through the inserting zero stuff hits at the
end of each block to return the interleaver memories to
the zero state and allowing the use of iterative turbo
decoding methods [SI.The obtained simulation results
indicate that application of convolutional interleavers
in turbo codes with an acceptable stuff bits number
relative to the overall bits number leads t o better performance than when block interleavers are used. In addition,comparison of the two presented different convolutional interleaver structures shows that the optimised
convolutional interleaver, where the zero stuff bits a t
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the end parts of the interleaved data are deleted, has
performance close to the non-zero bit deletion convolutional interleaver in error floor region of turbo codesj'l].
However, with the optimised interleaver the obtained
free distance remains relatively low in value, which degrades performance of turbo codes. As one solution,
increasing of the interleaver period has been suggested
which, on the other hand increases percentage usage
of stuff hits, Hence it is necessary to minimize the
nuniber of stuff bits t o be utilized in improvement.
As pointed out in [8],depending on the applied interleaver characteristics, t h e minimum distance between
two adjacent bits after interleaving is equal t o the interleaver period, except at the end parts of the interleaver where due t o the deletion of stuff bits this
distance is decreased. Therefore, improvement can be
achieved by increasing the distance between two adjacent hits particularly those hits that have been located at the end parts of the interleaver. In this paper, we propose such a modification t o the interleaver
structure that, without increasing the interleaver period and consequently the stuff bit number, interleaver
with better performance is ObtainedSimulated results
of the applied modification have been compared with
the previously obtained results for zero bit deletion convolutional interleaver, which confirms improvement in
turbo codes performance with the new interleaver, especially in the error floor region.In the next section,we
explain the proposed modification to the interleaver.
The simulation results confirming the performance improvements achieved through the proposed modification
are presented in section 3, and section 4 concludes the
paper.

2

Convolutional Interleaver
Structure

A convolutional interleaver consists of T parallel lines
of delay elements. In general, each successive line has
M more delay elements than the previous line. Therefore at the given time, some input data will remain in
the interleaver memories and appear a t the interleaver
output later. In order t o make an interleaved block
of data, it is necessary t o return the memory states of
the interleaver to the zero state, which is carried out by
insertion of zero stuff bits at the end of each block. Figure 1-a shows interleaved data block with input length
L=64 and the interleaver (T=8,M=1) in 15 rows and 8
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Figure 1: Convolutional interleaved data stream a) nonzero hit deletion b)zero bit deletion.

Figure 2: Modified Convolutional interleaved data a)
just even column shifting b)even and odd column shifting and zero bit deletion.

columns. Optimised interleaver is obtained by deletion
of stuff bits that has been located at the end parts of
interleaved data to reduce the number of stuff bits.This
has becn illustrated in Figure 1-h [6]. In [7], an application of this interlcaver in turbo codes has been verified
and shows that with less stuff bits it has performance
close to non-zero bit deletion interleaver, particularly
in the error floor region due to lower multiplicities of
the free distance and other low weights values. However,= it has been shown in Figure l-b, deletion of stuff
bits reduces distance between adjacent bits and causes
codcword with lower weight being generated, which degrades turbo codes performance. For example in Figure
1-b, after optimisation, the distance between 62 and 63
hits,i.e.X62 and Xs3, is decreased from 8 to 2.
In order to remove this drawback without increasing
the interleaver period, which increases the number of
stuff hits, we propose replacement of some bits located
at the end parts of the interleaver with other bits positioncd in higher interleaver parts such that new bits
located at the end parts of the interleaver have sufficient distance with the bits adjacent t o them before
interleaving. This procedure should also prohibit generation of low weight patterns that return the second
Recursive Systematic Convolutional (RSC) encoder to
the zero state. We apply a modification t o the non-zero
bit deletion of convolutional interleaver where hits are
distributed regularly in the interleaver columns. Due
to the existence of different delay elements in each line,
distribution of data time in each column of the interleaver output is different. Therefore, suitable shift of
bits located in one interleaver column increasing existence distance between adjacent bits, which have been
located in different columns is performed. Of course, if
similar shift was done for all the columns, the distance
would not change. Thus, different shift patterns should
he used for different columns. For more simplicity, we
consider distinct shifts only for odd and even columns.
Finally, zero stuff bits located at the end parts of the
interleaver are deleted to optimise conducted modifica-

tion to the interleaver.
For even columns, each hit is shifted (2M+l)*T
units.Those hits, which position after shift exceeds position of the last valid bit, are transferred to the valid bit
position on the top of each column. For each column,
the number of shifted bits is assumed to be even. If the
overall number is odd, the first stuff bit data before the
first data hit in each column is also shifted to maintain
the even bit number. The even number is selccted in order to achieve the acceptable distance between adjacent
bits.
However,due to the even columns bits shift, it is possible that the new interleaved data block is characterized by lower weights than the former interleaver and
can generate more low weight patterns that return the
second RSC encoder t o the zero state. In the considered example, a s shown in Figure 2-a, for turbo codes
(1,7/5)with input data weight 2, if bit 1 and bit 4 in
the fifth row of the interleaver have value of 1 the second RSC encoder will be returned to zero state with
weight 4. In addition t o the other column 2 hits, similar condition can be observed between bits of other
even columns and the corresponding odd columns bits.
Hence it is necessary t o shift these odd column hits
in a way compatible with the applied RSC structure
to omit low weight patterns from the interleaver and
increase weight of turbo codes.We have found that r e
verse sorting of odd column bits,except column 1 and 3,
can provide sufficient distance for RSC encoders with
different states. Similarly as with even columns, the
number of shifted bits is considered to be even. Figure
2-b shows the interleaved data block in the presented
example after modification and deletion of zero stuff
bits.In comparison with the previous example,the distance.between bits 62 and 63 has increased to 12. As
it has been shown in Figure 2-b, in one row of the interleaver bits distance of column 1 and 6 before and after
interleaving has not changed. This is due to the low
input data length,L=64, compared with the interleaver
period,T=8, in this example. In practical designs, the
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Figure 3: Performance of the 4 state full rate turbo
code with interleaver periods T=8 t o T=10 and length
L=169.

Figure 5 : Performance of the 16 state full rate turbo
code with interleaver periods T=8 to T=10 and length
L=169.
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interleaver period should be properly selected relative
to the interleaver length in order to generate acceptable
number of stuff bits. In the case of longer interleaver
lengths, when applying the presented modification, the
bits distance between column 1 and 6 before and after
interleaving will differ hecause column 1 bits would remain constant while colunin 6 hits resorted from 5th
or 6th row of the interleaver, depending on the number
of bits in column 6, such that the new column 6 bits
positions have reasonable distance with bits position of
column 1 in similar rows.Conducted simulations verify
performance improvement after application of the new
interleaver in turbo codes.

3

Simulation Results

In the simulations, 4 and 16 state turbo codes with
specifications of (1,7/5,m=2)(1,35/23,m=4) have been
considered, where m represents number of memories for
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the RSC encoders. Among techniques providing turbo
encoded data block, trellis termination and truncation
have been selected for the first and second Rscencoders, respectively. Zero stuff hits are inserted to the
after trellis termination and since they do
not have any effect on the systematic and the first parity data, they will be removed from the mentioned data
T(T-1)
parts to reduce overall stuff bits number equal to 7
value. In thc decoder, the iterative decoding method
using Soft Output Viterbi Algorithm (SOVA) is used
[9]. 8 iterations and Additive White Gaussian Noise
(AWGN) have been considered in each simulation. In
the conducted simulations, performance of zero bit deletion and applied modification properties on the convolutional interleavers have been compared. For this purpose, input d a t a stream with weight no larger than 3
have been considered.
Figures 3 and 4 show results obtained from the full
and half rate turbo codes with input data length L=169

and different interleaver periods, respectivcly. In both
interleaversl with increasing of the period performance
of the interleaver has improved. The resnlts confirm
that application of new convolutional interleaver with
period T=8 creates better performancc than convolutional interleaver with zero hit deletion and period
T=10 characteristics. It means that the new interleaver
has a number of stuff hits reduced from 45 to 28, which
is equal to 45 percent.
Obtained simulation results in Figures 6 and 7 related to 16 state turbo codes with length L=169 confirm the above results. Again, the new interleaver with
lower peri0dj.e. T=8, has similar performance as the
previous convolutional interleaver with higher period
(T=10). The interlcaver with shorter period simplifies
synchronization between applied interleaver and deinterleaver, of course.
Considering two interleavers with similar period, new
interleavcr with T=10 improves turbo codes(l,7/5) performance in error floor region by 0.4 dB for full and half
rates. For the half and full rate turbo codes (1,35/23)
the improvement is equal t o 0.3dB and over 0.5 dB,
respectively.Iv1ore verifications have been presented in
Figure 7 for convolutional interleaver periods T=15,
T=20 and input data length L=1024. The results are
similar to the former part.With increasing of the interIeaver period, performance of both turbo codes strnctures has improved by 0.3 dB. In addition, the obtained
results from modified convolutional interleaver with
T=15 indicate better reliability than zero hit deletion
convolutional interlcaver T=20 for both turbo codes,
which again approximately reduces stuff hits number by
45 percent.Regarding conducted simulations with different interleaver periodqwe can conclude that associated modification will increase distance of adjacent bits
to generate better randomization and improve turbo
codes performance. These results have been obtained
for convolutional interleavers with M=l.Since cmployment of an interleaver with higher M will increase adjacent bits distance in comparison with the distance
for M=l, we expect that applying such interleaver with
equal stuffbit number in its structure could create more
improvement to turbo codes performance. As a result
interleavers with shorter periods and better quality can
he produced. The application of these interleavers in
turbo codes and finding a suitable modifications similar to the algorithm presented in this paper will be
followed in future works.

4

Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented efficient and simple
modification to convolutional interleavers by increasing the distance of adjacent bits,resulting in possihilities of applying interleavers with shorter period and
lower number of stuff bits. The new interleaver has
been designed utilizing properties of the RSC encoder
to prohibit generation of patterns that create low weight
codewords. The simulation results confirm that the new
interleaver has better performance than the previously
presented interleavers. Further research will he con-

Figure 7: performance of the 4 and 16 state half rate
turbo code with interleaver periods T=15,T=20 and
length L=1024.

ducted for higher values of M.
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